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the other hand, the validity of the, Mie- Grii,wisen 
approximation for the vibrational free energy, as 
well as the condition that y be ~ purely volume
dependent function, require onl~ that the volume 
dependence of the roots (i-L21l)1/21~Of the pertinent 
even moments of the vibrational spectrum be the 
same as that of the geometric mea s of the normal
mode frequencies, a less restrictite condition than 
the validity of the Debye functi r nal form for the 
vibrational free energy (see ApIlendix). The cor
responding conditions for the va~idity of the ther
mal formulations involve als0f,the moment [Ll. 

Clearly, one cannot make any ge eral statement on 
the actual validity of either f rmulation of the 
Mie-GrUneisen or Hildebrand approximation, 
but one has some reason to expect either formulation 
of the Mie-.GriilleisclI approximation to be less in
aCCllrale than the corresponding ifor1llulalio1t of the 
Hildebralld approximatio1L in tho regioll of moderate 
tcmperatures. One can also state that withi7l the region 
of convergellce of the Thirring-Slem expansio71s, the 
tempel'Qlure ranges ill which y a~ld ')I' do 1lOt depend 
OIl temperature at COIlStant volil11le coi71cide. Thus 
the calculations of the te't perature variation 
at constant volume of the parameter ')I fqr 
'simple quasi-harmonic models of rare-gas solids, 
performed by BARRON(12) and by HORTON and 
LEEC}(US), which show that in these cases y re
mains practically constant down to temperatures" 
of the order of one third of the Debye character
istic temperature, do confirm, that in these cases 
the vibrational Mie-Gruneisen approximation is 
in fact less inaccurate than the vibrational Hilde
brand approximation at these temperatures. 

The Thirring-Stern eXPaI~sions for the entropy 
and the vibrational free energy allow one also to 
show that the rates of approactl of y and y' to Yeo are 
equal in absolute value but opposite i7~ sign. This 
result, together with equation (4), allows one to 
predict that for any model for which y increases 
monotonically with temperhture from OOK up
wards (and in which one neglects the effect of ther
mal expansion on the vibrational frequencies), as is 

- the case, for example, for most of the quasi-har
monic models of rare-gas solids treated by 
BARRON(2) and by HORToN land LEECHClS), y' will 
be larger than Yeo and will increase steadily with 
decreasing temperature down to OOK, where 
(ay' aT)v must vanish. One can envisage this result 
" • p"ticui.dy drnm.tic ilTt"tion of the gen"'ol 
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resllit that ')I' differs from ')I at very low tem
peratures. 

A condition for the validity, within the qllasi ~ 

harmonic approximation, of both formulations of 
the Mie-Gruneisen approximation over the entire 
range of temperatures has recently been given by 
BLACKMAN(14), If one rewrites the quasi-harmonic 
expressions 

and 

, "" d In Vi (j) 
Y = - ~ --- W\'ibjWv1b 

i dIn V 

" 2 d In Vi (j) 
Y = - -- WLhlWth 

j d In V 

in integral fonn, it is in cffeet apparent that the 
condition in question is that the arithmetic average 
of din vjd In V f01: all vibrations lying between 
V and v+Llv be a constant, independent of the 
frequency. This is clearly more restrictive than 
the conditions for the validity of either formula
tion of this approximation at intermediate tem
peratures, that we have given above. 

4. THE MIE-GRUNEISEN AND HILDEBRAND 
EQUATIONS OF STATE • 

. The formulations (1) and (2) of the equation' 
of state of a cubic solid under hydrostatic pressure, 
and their first volume derivatives at constant 
temperature: 

.1 d2WL y'2 , 
--+ V-- = - (TCv- Wv1b ) 

K dV2 V 

+y' Wvlb [~ (ay,) + T(a')l') -lJ (13) 
V y av T aT v 

1 d2W "2 
--+ v __ C = ~ (TCv- Wth) 

K dV2 V 

+y" Wth [~(~). + T(OY") -lJ 
V y" av T . aT v 

(14) 

can be easily reduced to the special forms appro
priate 111 the Mie-Gruneisen and Hildebrand 
approximations. One uses the Mie-Gruneisen and 
Hildebrand approximations to y'(V,T) and 
'y"(V,T), together with the thermodynamIc 
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